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BUILT-UP SYSTEMS AND SPACER STABILITY

INTRODUCTION
Although Approved Document L2: 2002: the Building Regulations 2000/Scottish Technical
Standard J has speeded up the requirements for deeper spacers in built-up system
constructions, there are many instances of deeper spacers than the 80mm standard used up
to the date when the new Regulations came into force.

Built-up systems suppliers have been aware for a number of years that changes would be
necessary and they have therefore evolved new systems to meet the requirements of the
marketplace. Spacer depths of 160-170mm are now regarded as standard and, in some
instances; 250mm deep spacers have been used.

STABILITY OF DEEP SPACER SYSTEMS

Insulation levels and thus the depth of the spacers have had to be increased to comply with
Building Regulation L2 and Technical Standard J. The increase in spacer height does not
affect normal loading to the roof slope however, the loading on the brackets due to the
eccentricity and rotational focus induced from spacers in the roof plane does increase.
These forces occur in the direction along the purlin and in the direction up and down the
slope.

In reality, the worst of the eccentricity loading and loading from forces in the roof plane occur
during construction. Manufacturers of spacer systems have had to ensure that their products
can resist these loadings and alterations and developments have been made to ensure
compliance. One example is the introduction of sway brackets to resist lateral movement in
the direction of the purlin.
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A PROVEN METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION

There is a large body of test data that has gone into proving built-up system construction by
individual manufacturers of both cladding and spacer systems. The range of testing is
comprehensive covering fire, thermal performance, acoustics, airtightness and structural
stability. Specific to the question of spacer system stability this includes:


Load testing – point load (compression)



Bracket attachment (tension)



Roof assembly downslope side load



Spacer assembly sway load



Roof assembly sway load



Downslope rotational loading



Roof assembly positive and negative wind load

The nature of modern spacer systems and the continuing development undertaken by
manufacturers has ensured that the transition to deeper construction has not proved
problematic. Lightweight and highly transportable insulation, together with intrinsic fireresisting properties have been factors in recent times of strengthening the specification
process of built-up systems. To obtain further technical analysis, contact an MCRMA built-up
systems supplier. Full details of MCRMA members can be found at www.mcrma.co.uk.

DISCLAIMER
Whilst the information contained in this publication is believed to be correct at the time of publication,
the Metal Cladding and Roofing Manufacturers Association Limited and its member companies cannot
be held responsible for any errors or inaccuracies and, in particular, the specification for any application
must be checked with the individual manufacturer concerned for a given installation.
Information provided by the MCRMA or contained within publications and articles which are made
available in any form (mechanical, electronic, photocopying or otherwise) cannot be used or cited as a
means of ensuring that a material, product, system or assembly is compliant with Building Regulations.
This document was first published as Technical Bulletin No 12, January 2004
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